Affiliated Clubs

Richmond Rabbit Breeders Association
North Carolina Cavy Breeders Association
Charleston Fancy Rabbit Breeders Association
Pennsylvania State Rabbit Breeders Association
Mid Atlantic Dwarf Hotot Club
Delmarva Rabbit & Cavy Breeders Association
Blue Ridge Rabbit & Cavy Club
National Capital Rabbit Breeders Association
Carroll County Rabbit & Cavy Breeders Asso, Inc.

www.marcshows.com
Board of directors

Lebanon Valley Rabbit Breeders Association
Lebanon County 4-H Rabbit & Cavy Club
Majestic Mini Rex Specialty Club

President: Brian Bell - marcspres@gmail.com
Vice President: Lori Jo Whitehaus - ljwhitehaus@gmail.com
Secretary: Jay Hreiz - secretary@marcshows.com
Treasurer: Charlene Everette - ckshair@charter.net

Southern Pride Rabbit & Cavy Club
Baltimore & Howard Co. R&CBA
Chesapeake Regional Dutch Breeders Association
Color Me Dwarf Club

Directors:
Ruth-Ann Bell - ruthann.sbfarms@gmail.com
Stephen Trent - stephentrent@cox.net
Brenda Smith - narrowgatefarm@msn.com
Mary Ellen Stamets - mrabbit67@yahoo.com
Melissa Deitrich -Fuzzibuttsrabbitryandcaviary@gmail.com

South Jersey Rabbit & Cavy Breeders Assoc.
York Co. Rabbit & Cavy Breeders Association
Butler Bunni Bunch
Mason Dixon Rex RBA
Finger Lakes Rabbit Breeders Association
Butler Co. Rabbit Breeders

Committee chairs
Convention: Brian Bell - marcspres@gmail.com
Election: Angie Shaw - angieshaw@comcast.net
Constitution: To be appointed
Communications: Michelle Forry - mlganassi@yahoo.com
Merchandise: To be appointed
Shows: Glenn Ganassi - GlennG-MARCS@zoominternet.net
Website: Alexa Bixel - auroralexdesigns@gmail.com
D9 Youth Contest Teams: Ruth-Ann Bell - ruthann.sbfarms@gmail.com & Gerry Vaerewyck - gv@vere.com
Show Advice Committee: Ruth-Ann Bell

Newsletter

Delaware Valley R&CBA
Apple Country Rabbit Club
Dauphin County 4-H Youth Club
Westmoreland County Rabbit Club of PA
Cayuga Lake Area Rabbit & Cavy Club
North Carolina Rabbit Breeders Association
Mid-Jersey Rabbit & Cavy Breeders

Membership expired:

info

Mid Atlantic Tan Club

The officials MARCS newsletter prints the 15th of March,
June, September and December. Content and advertising
deadlines are the 20th of the month prior to publication.
To submit an article or ad contact Michelle Forry at mlganassi@yahoo.com or 814-521-9320.
Advertising Rates:
$20 Full Page
$10 Half Page
$5 Quarter Page
The MARCS logo is the property of MARCS and may not
be duplicated or used without the express permission of
MARCS.

Mid Atlantic Lop Club
Southeast Fuzzy Lop Club
Mid Atlantic Satin RBA
Southern Flemish Giant RSC
Tidewater RBA
Hare Raisers 4-H Youth Club
Lehigh Valley R&CBA
Mid Atlantic Cavy Breeders Association
Eastern States Polish Rabbit Club
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Niagara Frontier Rabbit Club

Jay steps down as MARCS Secretary
By MICHELLE FORRY

would need involved in hosting a show circuit together.”
He said everything started to come together quickly.
“We had lots of enthusiasm,” he said.
Hreiz immediately volunteered to serve as the MARCS
secretary. He mailed letters to all of the clubs in District
9.
“It was not easy,” he said. “Our club has so much more
space to cover than a typical ARBA club does.”
By the time MARCS hosted the convention 37 clubs
became affiliated.
“Not that I could influence people, but people on the
board were very excited about the fact that we were
working to host the convention,” he said. “I don’t think
it would have been a hard choice to make to give us the
bid.”
Hreiz stepped up again to serve as general secretary
of the 2013 ARBA Convention. He enjoyed talking to
clubs and corresponding with the ARBA board.
(Continued on Page 4)

As MARCS moves forward toward potentially hosting the 2018 ARBA National Convention, founding
secretary, Dr. Jay Hreiz, is taking a step back.
Hreiz who served as secretary since the group’s inception, decided not to seek another term in office.
In 2008 he spoke to Brian and Ruth-Ann Bell about
the possibility of holding a convention in District 9.
When Hreiz ran for District 9 Director part of his platform was to bring the convention to the district.
“We all kind of came together and we really wanted to
finally put a concerted effort forward to host an ARBA
convention,” he recalled.
They met at the 2009 ARBA Convention in San Diego to start moving forward, even obtaining signatures
needed to start the club while at the convention.
“We all kind of mutually agreed that we were going to
go through with this,” he said. “We started the process,
talked about where we could hold it and the people we
3

Jay

(Continued from Page 4)
“It was a lot of fun,” he said. “I am glad I was part of
it. But it was stressful.”
The winter before the 2013 convention Hreiz knew he
would have an opportunity to buy into his veterinarian
practice. The week before the convention he purchased
his practice.
He served two terms as ARBA director.
“Ruth-Ann had an interest in running when I ran,” he
said. “She is a good representative for the ARBA.”
He stepped down as District Director before the convention.
“It was a bittersweet end,” he said. “I would have preferred to serve another two years. Being a District Director is a lot more work than I thought it would be.
Not just at the ARBA convention, but at home with the
clubs. There is a lot of politics behind the scene.”
He was 26 when he joined the board.
“I had no idea what happened behind the scenes,” he
said. “I didn’t think there was so much politics in a rabbit club. It is no different than any other organization.

There is controversy and you have to deal with it.”
Hreiz said that he hopes to be involved if MARCS
wins the 2018 bid.
“I think in general people across the district are excited about it,” he said. “For the first time we actually
have confirmed competition. It gives everybody a little
bit more drive since we are actually fighting for something this time.”
Hreiz said he wants to thank everyone he served with
on the board.
“With Brian and Ruth-Ann, they are the ARBA power
couple right now,” he said. “LJ is a really great personal
friend to me. When you go through an ARBA convention you really learn to trust people inherently. You
build friendships, not just acquaintances as officers. I
got to know them as people, not just rabbit breeders and
officers.”
He said he hopes to become more involved again in
the future.
“Just now it is time to turn over the reins to somebody
else,” he said.
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MARCS President’s Report

to have the opportunity to bring the ARBA
Convention back to D9 and will need everyone’s support as we move forward with
our second Convention bid.
There are many reports form our active
committee chairs. In this issue, there will
be election results from Angie Shaw, chair
of the Election Committee. Glenn Ganassi, chair of the Show Committee, will
have an update on our upcoming MARCS
shows as we prepare for the Fall show season.
The MARCS Board met in May and plans to meet in
August to continue working on club business. Be sure
to keep in contact with your District Director or contact
your officers with any feedback or questions. Until next
time, stay connected with us between issues with the
MARCS Facebook page (https://www.facebook.com/
MARCSSHOWS).
I hope everyone has a good summer and hope to see
you at the upcoming shows.

Hello everyone,
As you can see this issue of the MARCS
Memo is dedicated to Jay Hreiz. Jay was
a founding board member who is rotating
off the Board this election cycle. In his role
as MARCS Secretary, Jay has been instrumental in organizing our affiliated clubs
and keeping everyone informed since we
were formed in 2009. Jay was the General
Convention Secretary for the 90th ARBA
Convention and Show held in Harrisburg,
PA. Be sure to read the many comments
and articles about Jay in this exciting issue and thank
Jay for her service to MARCS as well as the entire rabbit and cavy hobby.
Our Convention bid preparations are in full swing as
we prepare to mail the bid over the summer and by time
you get the next issue of the MARCS Memo, the bid
will be in the ARBA Board’s hands. Please see LJ’s
report for many more details on how you can support
this effort and become involved. We are all very excited

MARCS Vice President’s/Bid Chair Report
with attention being given to improve the
experience in all areas.
The most important thing you can do to
help right now is to get a letter to me with
your club letterhead showing support for
the 2018 convention.
I have only one letter in my hand at this
time.
You have until June 15th to get them to
me for inclusion in the bid book that will
be going to the members of the ARBA
Board of Directors.
Thank you for your help!

Has your club sent us a letter of support???
While I have nothing to report as the
Vice President, I can report that the Bid
Committee is really busy this month. We
have been working with the local visitors
bureau to have hotel inspections and are
narrowing down the choices for our two
headquarters hotels.
This important decision also affects the
banquet locations so the decision is very
important. Many of the key elements of
the 2013 convention will be repeated in the 2018 bid

MARCS Election Chair Report

The available positions will be filled July 1 as follows:
Vice President: Lori Jo Whitehaus
Secretary: Robyn Henry
Director 2: (New Jersey, Foreign, non ARBA District 9 States) - Mary Ellen Stamets
Director 4: (Maryland, Delaware, Washington D.C.) - Melissa Deitrich
Congratulations to each of the officers.
-- Angie Shaw
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MARCS Secretary’s Report

Bid time is right around the corner. If
you have not already completed your support letter for our bid, please encourage
your club to send an endorsement letter for
MARCS to include in our bid booklet for
the 2018 ARBA Convention. The audience
is the 2016 ARBA Board who will be hearing the bids. Please consider to have at least
one officer sign the endorsement. For youth
clubs, an individual signature from each
member is an added bonus. Your support
means so much to our bid efforts!
I have decided to not run for another term as your
secretary of MARCS. I’ve faithfully served you since
2009 when MARCS was formed. So much has changed
in that time, including the fact that I became a business owner of my veterinary hospital in 2013. This has

required a shift in priorities and has prevented me from judging and being active
in the show community. I’ve been frank
with Brian since 2013 that I would faithfully serve the board until another qualified candidate expressed interest.
That time has come and I think Robin
will do a tremendous job with the role as
secretary of MARCS. It has been a great
honor to serve as an officer in District 9’s
show circuit which was formed and hosted the ARBA Convention in record time.
It has been accomplished with very strong leadership,
in particular from my good friend Brian Bell who has
served as our president the entire time. I wish one of the
best show circuits in the ARBA the best of luck as we
repeat history!

MARCS Treasurer’s Report
rectors. Vice President is also going to be
elected. Please do not assume your candidate will win. They all need your support.
Once you get your ballot open it up fill it
out and put in right back in the mail box.
That way you won’t let it get buried under a
pile of other mail.
I understand Jay is not running for reelection as Secretary of MARCS. I want
to thank him for everything he has done to
help MARCS grow and will miss talking to
him on phone conferences.
One last thing I would like to mention is and probably
will get a lot of feedback from it.
I did attend PASRBA show this year and one of their
rules is no rabbits in the show room unless entered. I
cannot tell you how many people I saw who violated
that rule, took up space from other breeders who had
entered their rabbits.
To all of our young adults who are graduating this year
Congratulation and Good Luck. Your journey in life has
only just begun.
Remember you have control of your life not someone
else who you envy. Only you can make the change in
your life with hard work and a plan.

I still can’t believe that we are having
snow all over the country in May. We
have had so much rain, I feel like we
have waterfront property. Our French
drains and pumps have been able to keep
up with the downpours. The yard is like
walking through a soft mini swamp. We
put our veggie garden in late and radishes
are now coming in first. I’m just finding days to plant my new Iris yellow and
peach I was able to find. I made my husband plant Italian and Regular parsley for
my new breed. I’m trying to feed them the way they
were raised across the big pond as a trial. They eat lots
of orchard or Bermuda grass hay, carrots, parsley and
about 1/3 less pellets of what my regular pellets guys
eat. They are growing just as nicely as those guys who
have never had anything other than pellets. Thanks Jeff
and Pam for helping keep these guys on track.
Breeding has been successful and kits are growing out
nicely. I have not been to a lot of shows. I can tell you
the Nationals show schedules had a lot to do with lower
attendance and making the shows for smaller entries.
No matter what District you live in please remember
to vote and support those candidates running for Di6

MARCS Director’s Report: PA
Hello everyone!
After a spring that had very crazy weather,
summer is upon us. With summer comes
the most challenging time for rabbits if
they are not in a climate controlled building. Make sure you are providing plenty of
fresh, clean, potable water for them multiple times a day if you do not have an automatic watering system.
Air flow is extremely important so fans
are almost a necessity for those animals
that are kept within a barn. And don’t forget to manage the flies as well so that you can maintain
a healthy herd.
Pennsylvania has had a busy show schedule this past
spring. While none of the shows were MARCS shows
specifically, MARCS did have a strong presence as I
say many “I am Sweet” buttons and various MARCS
merchandise being sported across the area. It is fun to
see the enthusiasm growing for a potential convention
repeat in Harrisburg. The bid committee is working
very hard to do their best at presenting the best bid possible this year in San Diego. Please be sure to contact
Lori Jo Whitehaus, Brian Bell, or myself if you would
like to somehow be involved with making history repeat.
There are a couple of MARCS shows that are upcoming this fall for everyone to get on their calendars. The
annual Lebanon Valley and MARCS show weekend
will be held October 22nd and 23rd. Please take note
that Saturday’s Lebanon Valley show will be a Day

of Show entry only this year. The other
date to have in the calendar is December
10th for the Dauphin County Youth and
MARCS double show that will be held at
the PA Farm Show Complex.
This will be the third show for the youth
and the second year that MARCS will be
teaming up with the youth for an open
show. Also, be watching for the fall dates
for the rabbit school that will be held in
Montgomery County in eastern PA. Nicole (Barbacow) Bortz, Dani Barbacow,
and their entire 4-H club have been doing a fabulous
job starting up this school in the eastern part of the state.
The Westmoreland Rabbit School announced they will
be having their school March 25, 2017. This long time
rabbit school is very popular and is not one to miss.
Lastly, but certainly not least, I would like to take
this opportunity to thank Dr. Jay Hreiz for all that he
has done to help make MARCS what it is today. I have
known Jay for a very long time and it has been a joy and
pleasure to work alongside of him through the years.
When we were youth and mentioned wanting to bring
convention to Pennsylvania, we were told that we were
crazy (and maybe we are). I am so thankful that we did
not give up on the dream, but instead chose to be patient and wait for the right moment to make the dream
become a reality. Thank you, Jay, for being here from
the start and for bringing your wisdom and enthusiasm
to MARCS. We certainly couldn’t have done it without
you!

MARCS Director’s Report: WV, VA -- No Report

MARCS Director’s Report: NC, SC
Hi everyone: Not much to report this time of year. Enjoy the rest if the spring shows
before it gets to hot. Hope your nest boxes are full of fall show juniors.
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MARCS Director’s Report: MD, DE, DC
Summer is almost upon us and with the
summer brings bugs, heat and humidity.
Please, please, clean your fans regularly
to prevent fires. For those of you who use
fans to cool your rabbitry or caviary, one
tip I find helpful is the use of timers so the
fans do not burn out from continuous use.
I always keep my rabbitry/caviary open a
crack so fresh air is always available.
How much do you know about your club?
When did the club begin? One way to find
out these questions is by offering your service to the various clubs that you show at. All clubs need
workers in some capacity. I have never been to a show
where I have offered my assistance and been turned
down. In fact, I have always been welcomed with open
arms, and told thank you over and over again. Rabbit
and Cavy shows are like a huge family gathering. Any
time you can give will always be appreciated! Please
encourage others to join the club to ensure the continuation of the club into the future.
Lately there has been discussion on Facebook about
TOO Many Clubs and clubs competing for the same
show date, etc. There are two sides to this. Some individuals think that it is a problem while others think
that it is great that there is so much interest, growth and
choices that they can pick which shows to attend based
on convenience, judging line-up and competition. I
know from showing dogs in the past, one solution
may be to do what the AKC® does. The AKC® has
a six page pdf document that each hosting club must
fill out titled “AKC® Application for Show/Trial Conformation as well as Obedience, Junior Showmanship,

Sweepstakes and 4-6 Month Beginner
Puppy held in conjunction with Conformation Applications and Judges Panels are
Due 18 Weeks Prior to the Closing Date”
which can be found atimages.akc.org/pdf/
events/AEVT02.pdf. No matter what the
correct choice is all clubs involved should
stay courteous, and support one another
instead of blaming so and so for it publicly. I guess I am old fashioned, if I have
a problem with you I would tell you face
to face or in a private email or Facebook
message, not publicly. I have personally run into the
same problems as many other clubs, which is losing a
show date that is “assumed” to be known and accepted
that “such and such weekend” is for “our” show which
has been held for years on that weekend. Another suggestion may be for ARBA to allow sanctions up to fourfive years in advance so clubs can get their dates on
the calenders. I know, I know a lot can happen in five
years with a club but at least the date is “locked in”
for lack of a better word. Then, if something happens
within that time frame, such as if the club folds, loss of
venue, etc. Others can use that date in the same area. Or
another proposal may be to have ARBA contact every
club within 100 miles of each other and have them submit their prospective show date by a specific deadline
three years in advance. This way each club can work
around each other. OR better yet, if two clubs want to
hold a show on the same date, pick a mutually agreed
upon location and combine the two clubs for a multi
show day/weekend and profit from each other. I am just
throwing ideas out off the top of my head.
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MARCS Director’s Report: NJ, Foreign, non ARBA D9 - No Report

Ask the MARCS Show Advice Committee
Who out there remembers living in a nondigital world where not everything was
electronic and instant? In today’s world
(and for today’s youth) that’s really hard to
remember and for some very hard to grasp.
Our hobby has changed dramatically over
the past few years as the ARBA and its
chartered clubs strive to keep up with an
ever changing world.
Recently I was asked, “Why are shows no
longer listed in the Domestic Rabbits?” If
clubs had their show sanctions processed
before the printing of the DR they were listed to help
promote and gain awareness of the show. There was also
a time that the only ways to advertise was through the
DR, specialty club newsletters, having catalogs at various shows, and the good old fashioned snail mail of catalogs. Secretaries would mail catalogs to every exhibitor
that had previously attended their show. Our instantaneous society has drastically changed all of this.
Now clubs can upload their catalog, or show flyer, on
the ARBA website.
With the amount of shows on any given weekend and
sanctions now being able to be purchased up to 14 days
before a show, the ARBA has stopped printing shows in
the DR as a cost saving measure so that other materials
and information can be printed instead. Now, clubs rely
heavily on social media to get the information out about
their shows.
Social media…
Our instantaneous society has become both a blessing
and a curse. The blessing is that a club can very easily
get the word out there and create an excitement about the
show. As changes that are inevitable arise, they can keep
their exhibitors informed. I highly encourage all clubs to
take full advantage of this easy resource. Create an event,

a page, a group, or whatever other means
that you can think of to get your most up to
date information out there. Create a hype
that will draw folks to the show. One of
the best examples that I have seen of this
is for the West Coast Classic show. Allen
Messick does a fabulous job creating excitement, keeping everyone informed, and
remaining very positive. I would strongly
encourage clubs to have an appointed social
media person who is able to keep up with
all of the questions that arise from folks as
they prepare for your show.
The curse is that we live in an instantaneous society
where often times people speak (or type) before they
think. As covered in my last column, the catalog should
be the first source that people go to in order to have their
questions answered. The next place they should go to
is directly to the show sponsors. Instead many are impatient or just don’t know who they should ask so they
turn to the masses to have their questions answered. This
is where having a club appointed social media person
(SMP) is highly valuable. While time consuming, this
SMP can be on the lookout for questions that arise to the
masses and appropriately answer them before incorrect
information gets leaked out by the rumor mill.
Social media… I now almost cringe at the word as I
watch what it is slowly doing to our hobby. Club’s fight,
rumors of club’s fighting, people are unkind to one another, inappropriate posts are made, and the list can
go on and on. I urge clubs to remain positive. As little
squabbles arise, please deal with them in a positive manner and not for the world to see. We are all here for the
same purpose; let’s just work together to make them happen in an environment that will help everyone, not just
one side.

Join us Oct. 23
MARCS will hold an all-breed show in conjunction with the Lebanon Valley Rabbit
Breeders Association Double Open/Youth show Oct 22. Check MARCSHOWS.com
soon for the catalog
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MARCS Show Coordinator
The spring/early summer show season is
ber 10th.
We have the ability and people to add
winding to a close. I hope that everyone
shows to this list if any of our member
was able to attend a lot of shows and that
they were all successful and loads of fun.
clubs need assistance with their shows.
MARCS hosted Mini Rex and Mini Lop
Please contact me at (724) 309-2702 or
specialty shows in conjunction with the
GlennG-MARCS@zoominternet.net with
any questions or requests.
North Carolina Rabbit Breeders AssociaI’m sure that all of our members are
tion show on April 3rd.
At present we have 2 more shows schedwell aware of the effort underway by the
uled for 2016. We will be hosting a double
Convention Committee to prepare the bid
show in conjunction with the Lebanon
to return the 2018 ARBA Convention to
Valley RBA Show on October 23nd. We
Pennsylvania. We are very fortunate to
will also be doing an Open show in conjunction with have such an outstanding and experienced leadership
the Dauphin County Fur and Feathers Show on Decem- group to work on this project.

See Your Ad Here
The quarterly MARCS newsletter has affordable advertising
opportunities available. Contact Michelle Forry at mlganassi@yahoo.
com or 814-521-9320 to find out how this newsletter can help you
get the word out.

Fuzzibutt’s Rabbitry & Caviary
Melissa Deitrich
English & Giant Angoras
Coronet’s, Peruvians and Silkies
fuzzibutts.com
fuzzibuttsrabbitryandcaviary@gmail.com
302-670-9912
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Shaw preparing
for life after youth
competitions
By MICHELLE FORRY
Along with competing, Shaw enjoys walking around
the campus and checking out the talent and fashion
shows. This will be her last year as a competitor.
“It is really a lot of fun,” she said.
Shaw took the knowledge she was learning for
achievement days and decided to run for rabbit royalty.
She first competed at the 2013 ARBA Convention in
Harrisburg.
“I did much better than I thought,” she said. “I ended
up in the top 10 or 15.”
The next year she competed at PaSRBA, winning second place. In 2015 she was crowned PaSRBA Queen.
“My involvement was very sudden,” she said. “I was
attending all of the events from Farm Show to AG
Progress Days to small events, county fairs and rabbit
schools.”
Shaw enjoyed being more involved in the rabbit community. One of her favorite events was the Farm City
Day held in conjunction with Keystone International
Livestock Exposition.
“Everybody had their animals there and there were
several county queens,” she said. “Being a rabbit
queen you really stand out among the other commodity queens. People don’t understand that rabbits can be
livestock.”
(Continued on Page 12)

Eighteen-year-old Sarah Shaw is winding down her
active showing career as she prepares to attend the
University of Wisconsin–Madison to study animal sciences.
Shaw, of King of Prussia, started her journey by taking a pet cavy to the local fair.
“It turned out my cavy was actually show quality,” she
said. “I ended up taking it to a show and it kind of took
off from there.”
She eventually purchased English Angoras. She had a
friend who bred English Angoras.
“I knew I wasn’t going to breed so I wanted a challenging breed,” she said. “Angoras are high maintenance. There was a lot of room to work with them and
learn about them.”
As a Montgomery County 4-Her it wasn’t long until
she joined the county’s state achievement days.
“I started practicing before I was old enough,” she
said.
When she was 15 she was a member of the winning
team with the other Montgomery County team receiving second place.
“I’ve been on the first place team two years now,” she
said. “It is a tight knit event. It is really competitive and
there are no hard feelings. It keeps pushing me because
it is a challenging event.”
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Shaw

(Continued from Page 11)
Shaw said that she will miss attending shows while in
college.
“I’ll miss the atmosphere,” she said. “I love being at
the rabbit shows, getting up and driving with my mom
and seeing all the people. They are like family. I love all

the youth in PaSRBA. “
Shaw has found a way to stay involved in rabbits
while she is in college. She started working toward her
registrars’ license.
“I can go to shows and stay involved while I am in
college,” she said.
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2015 Rex Nationals

MARCS Affiliated Club Profile
Mason Dixon Rex RBA

Submitted by Paula Kelly, photos by Cole Mann

The Mason Dixon Rex Rabbit Breeders Association was established in 1983. The Mason Dixon Rex
RBA is one of the largest regional specialty clubs, with
membership mainly residing in the states of PA, NJ,
MD, VA, WV, CT and NY. Membership is not limited
to these states, as they have a few members outside of
these areas.
The club hosts two double rex shows each year in
June and Sept, and also host 8-10 specialty shows at
various shows around the membership areas throughout the year. Our members also have the ability to host
donation specialty shows any time of the year.
The club has both open and youth members. Club
members are working hard to build youth participation.
They have seen declining youth participation so many
members are actively recruiting and mentoring new
youth breeders.
Mason Dixon Rex RBA is a great family-oriented
group. Membership is made up of different states, ages,
and experiences, but when they come together everyone shares their knowledge and love of the breed in
order to improve the breed as a whole. This friendly
atmosphere has created an incredibly competitive Rex
loving group.
Mason Dixon Rex RBA in cooperation with North

East Rex Club hosted the 2015 Rex Nationals in
Dunkirk NY. They had an almost record breaking entry
with more than 500 Rex. Club members had a great
showing and had many members placing in the Top 10
and taking a lot of Variety wins. The group hosted a
superb banquet just off of Lake Erie and it surely was a
weekend no one will soon forget. The group set the bar
high and plan to exceed that in 2017.
In 2017 the Mason Dixon Rex RBA is lucky enough
to be hosting another Rex National here in the East.
April 28th-30th 2017 in Centre Hall, PA Rex breeders
will flock from across the country for the highly anticipated event.
(Continued on Page 15)
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Rex

(Continued from Page 14)
The 2016 National in WI will be a hard act to follow, with about 600 entries. With a new panel of
Mason Dixon officers and slew of new members eager to work, this national will surely be one for the
record books.
They are hosting at the Centre County Grange Fair
Grounds in Centre Hall, PA.
A big thank you goes to PaSRBA for allowing the
club to use their cooping and show supplies, a big
item off the superintendents check list.
The club’s future goals is to promote the rex breed,
membership, increase youth participation and encourage all Rex breeders to breed to the Standard
in order to better the overall quality of Rex shown.
There has been an influx of new breeders and with
that comes a lot of questions. The more experienced
members are stepping up to answer those questions
and provide a great learning environment through
the use of Facebook groups and the Rex tables at
shows.
The club plans to bid and host more national shows
in order to support east coast breeders.
To learn more about the club visit their website
www.masondixonrexrba.org or email the club at
masondixonweb@gmail.com.
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